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Invitation

The public defence of the Ph.D. thesis submitted by

KHALIL AHMAD MOH’D MUQBEL

“Optimal interventions for epidemic outbreaks”

is announced by the Doctoral Council of the Faculty of Science and Informatics
for 9th April 2021, 10:00 am

The public defence will be held online.

Doctoral School of Mathematics, University of Szeged

Supervisor:

Dr. Gergely Röst, habil. associate professor
(Bolyai Institute, University of Szeged)

The committee is:

Prof. Dr. Tibor Krisztin, full professor – chair
(Bolyai Institute, University of Szeged)

Prof. Dr. Peter Simon L. full professor – opponent
(Institute of Mathematics, Eötvös Lóránd University)

Dr. János Karsai, associate professor – opponent
(Bolyai Institute, University of Szeged)

Prof. Dr. László Hatvani, full professor – committee member
(Bolyai Institute, University of Szeged)

Prof. Dr. Mihály Pituk full professor – committee member
(Department of Mathematics, University of Pannonia)

Dr. Mónika Polner, assistant professor – secretary
(Bolyai Institute, University of Szeged)

The dissertation can be accessed from SZTE Repository of Dissertations: https://doktori.bibl.u-szeged.hu/id/eprint/10762/

Participants can attend the public defence and also send written comments in advance.

We kindly invite you for the defence. You can join the defence via the following link:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6545507940

Prof. Dr. Papp Tamás
Vice Dean of the Faculty of Science and Informatics

6720 Szeged, Aradi vértanúk tere 1. Tel: (06 62) 544-301
www.sci.u-szeged.hu  e-mail: horpaci.anita@sci.u-szeged.hu